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Comments and Corrections
Comments on “A Secure, Privacy-Preserving, and Lightweight

Authentication Scheme for VANETs”

Shehzad Ashraf Chaudhry

Abstract—Very recently in 2021, Nandy et al. proposed
an authentication scheme (IEEE Sensors Journal, 21(18),
pp. 20998-21011, DOI: 10.1109/JSEN.2021.3097172, 2021)
using elliptic curve cryptography and symmetric key-based
hash functions and claimed it to provide privacy-preserving
security for the VANETs. Nandy et al. further claimed that their
designed method outperforms some of the existing schemes.
Despite, the claim that their scheme can be deployed in
real-world VANETs scenarios, this study mentions a critical
design flaw in the computation of the key pair of each of the
vehicles participating in the vehicular networks. Specifically,
it is shown that a vehicle in Nandy et al.’s scheme cannot
generate its private key. As a result, the public key of the
vehicle is also void. Furthermore, it is also argued in this paper
that Nandy et al.’s scheme does not provide vehicle privacy
and during communication, two vehicles exchange useless
pseudo numbers without any open or hidden identification
information. Moreover, owing to the non-verification of the
credentials of the process initiating vehicle, the scheme of
Nandy et al. can become a prey to clogging attack.

Index Terms— VANETs, public, private key pair, incorrectness, clogging attack, elliptic curve cryptography.

I. INTRODUCTION

BEING adhoc and self-organized networks of vehicles and
corresponding roadside units (RSU), the Vehicular adhoc

networks (VANETs) are getting more and more attention and
it can extend various advantages including the information
exchange of traffic issues, road congestion, subsequent routes,
parking vacancies and so on. The information exchange can be
used to expedite the decision-making for the drivers [1], [2].
Moreover, autonomous vehicles and drones can use this infor-
mation for to enhance route accuracy and vehicle safety using
artificial intelligence techniques. However, the inter-vehicle
and vehicle to RSU messaging within a VANET is carried on
the public wireless channel and an adversary can exploit the
public channel to fulfill his wicked intentions including vehicle
tracking, which can be used for criminal purposes [3], [4].
Moreover, the listening of exchanged information and trans-
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mission of false/fake messages can be used for marketing, false
traffic information, and for getting advantages on parking lots.
Hence, the privacy of the vehicles and the security of message
exchanges are the main concerns, and these can be accom-
plished through an authentication procedure. Recently, using
elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), a VANETs authentication
scheme was proposed by Nandy et al. [5]. Despite their claim
to provide authentication between entities of a VANET, in this
paper, we show that the Nandy et al.’s scheme used a faulty
addition operation ECC point with a scalar number. Moreover,
we also show that the scheme of Nandy et al. is prey to
clogging attack [6] and it exchanges useless pseudo identities
during an authentication round. The paper is further organized
as follows: The notations used to describe Nandy et al.’s
scheme are explained in Table I. In Section II, we briefly
define ECC and operations defined over ECC points. The
scheme of Nandy et al. is detailed in Section III. The pitfalls
of the Nandy et al.’s scheme are argued in Section IV. Finally,
concluding remarks are provided in Section V.

II. ELLIPTIC CURVE CRYPTOGRAPHY: PRELIMINARIES
This section briefly revisits the preliminaries related to

ECC, and in comparison with traditional public key based
cryptography including RSA, Diffie Hellman and DSA, the
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS GUIDE

ECC is more efficient. The ECC can be described by a curve
E p(α, β) : y2 = x3 + αx + β mod p, such that the pair
{α, β} ∈ Z∗

q , where the scalars α and β are selected in order
to satisfy 4α3 + 27β2 mod q �= 0. The p is chosen randomly
and |p| ≥ 160 bi ts. The E p(α, β) consists of numerous points
of the form (xa, ya) : {a = 1, 2, . . . .n}, where |n| ≤ p. The
E p(α, β) also contains O as a point on infinity and it serves as
the only identity element; whereas, E p(α, β) forms an abelian
group. The ECC can further be defined by only two following
operations:

• ECC Point addition: Given P = (x p, yp) and Q =
(xq , yq) be the two points, P + Q results into another
point R = (xr , yr ), where the xr = λ2 − x p − xq mod p
and yr = (λ(x p − xr ) − yp) mod p, furthermore λ can
be computed as follows:

λ =
⎧⎨
⎩

3x2
p+α

2yp
mod p if P = Q,

yq−yp
xq−x p

mod p if P �= Q

• ECC Point Scalar Multiplication: Given i ∈ Z∗
p

be an integer and P = (x p, yp) be a point over
E p(α, β). The T = i.P can computed using the repeated
addition i.e. T = P + P + P + . . . ..P (i times)
and the T is also another point over the same curve
E p(α, β) and can be represented by x and y coordinates
i.e. T = (xt , yt ).

As explained above, the ECC operations could be compre-
hend by point addition and scalar multiplication operations.
Precisely, ECC does not support any other operation. Specifi-
cally, the addition of a scalar with an ECC point is an illegal
operation and has no defined result.

III. NANDY et al.’s PROTOCOL

The protocol of Nandy et al. [5] is briefly explained in
following subsections:

A. Nandy et al.’s Protocol: Initialization
The Vehicle Information Server (VIS) administers the ini-

tialization and for this VIS chooses an elliptic curve on finite-
field E p(α, β) : y2 = x3 + αx + β mod p. The E p(α, β)
satisfies 4α3 + 27β2 mod p �= 0. The p, which is a prime

Fig. 1. Nandy et al.’s protocol: registration procedure.

number and is selected carefully such that |p| ≥ 160 − bi ts
The VIS marks G as a generate/base point out of the points
over E p(α, β). The VIS chooses/computes it’s own private-
public key pair {SKv is ∈ Z∗

p, P Kv is = SKv is .G}. The VIS
then adopts two one-way and non-reversible hash functions
Hx : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

p, where x = 1, 2 both hash functions
take variable size inputs and produce fixed size outputs. The
VIS secretly stores SKv is and publicly distributes all other
parameters, which are {E p(α, β), p, P Kv is , Hx}.

B. Nandy et al.’s Protocol: Vehicle Registration
In Nandy et al’s scheme, the vehicle registration procedure

is initiated by a vehicle which needs to be a part of the
VIS network and it completes by the administration of the
VIS. As depicted in Fig. 1, the vehicle Vi selects av i ∈ Z∗

p,
computes and sends Av i = av i .G to the VIS and on receiving
Av i , the VIS selects {I Dv i , bs−i} ∈ Z∗

p and computes Vi

related parameters Bs−i = bs−i .G, Cv i = Av i + Bs−i ,
Dv i = H1(I Dv i ||Cv i ) and Ev i = Dv i .SKv is + bs−i . At end,
the VIS sends {I Dv i , Bs−i , Dv i , Ev i } to Vi . On receiving
{I Dv i , Bs−i , Dv i , Ev i }, the Vi computes it’s own private-
public key pair {SKv i = av i + Bs−i , P Kv i = SKv i .G}.
The public key P Kv i is distributed publicly and stores SKv i

secretly on OBU.

C. Nandy et al.’s Protocol: Mutual Authentication
This phase as depicted in Fig. 2 is further explained through

following steps:

S- 1: To initiate an authentication round, a vehicle Vi

generate a pseudo-identity P I Dvx , along with a ran-
dom number cvx ∈ Z∗

p, and fresh timestamp T 1
vx . The

Vi then computes Jvx = cvx .G and sends ma =
{P I Dvx , Jvx , Bs−x , Dvx , T 1

vx} to Vy .
S- 2: The Vy receives ma , generates T 1

vy and checks the
freshness of T 1

vx . The Vy aborts the session if T 1
vx −T 1

vy ≤
�T does not hold. Now the Vy generates pseudo-identity
P I Dvy , along with a random number cvy ∈ Z∗

p and
computes Jvy = cvy .G, Kyx = (cvy + Evy).(Jvx +
Bs−x + Dvx .P Kv is ), Vyx = H2(P I Dvx ||Kyx) and Syx =
H2(P I Dvx ||P I Dvy ||Kyx). After this the Vy generates
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Fig. 2. Nandy et al.’s protocol: login and authentication procedure.

T 2
vy and sends mb = {P I Dvy , Dvy, Bs−b, Dvy, T 2

vy, Vyx}
to Vx .

S- 3: The Vx receives mb, generates fresh T 2
vx and

checks the freshness of T 2
vx . The Vx aborts the ses-

sion if T 2
vy − T 2

vx ≤ �T , does not hold. Now, Vx

generates pseudo-identity P I Dvy , along with a random
number cvy ∈ Z∗

p and computes Kxy = (cvx +
Evx).(Jvy + Bs−b + Dvy .P Kv is), Vxy=H2(P I Dvx ||Kxy)
and Sxy = H2(P I Dvx ||P I Dvy ||Kxy), where Sxy =
H2(P I Dvx ||P I Dvy ||Kxy) = Syx is the shared key
among the two vehicles Vx and Vy .

D. Nandy et al.’s: Communication Phase
For sending a message Mxy , the Vx using the session key

(Sxy) generated in the last session encrypts Mxy as C Mxy =
EncSxy (Mxy) and sends C Mxy along with current timestamp
T 3

vx to the Vy . On receiving {C Mxy , T 3
vx}, the Vy compares the

T 3
vx with current timestamp T 3

vy and if it is within the legal
range, the Vy decrypts C Mxy and gets Mxy = DecSxy (C Mxy).

IV. PITFALLS OF NANDY et al.’s SCHEME

This section describes the pitfalls of Nandy et al.’s scheme.
Specifically, it is proved in the proceeding subsections that
Nandy et al.’s scheme cannot generate public/private key pair
of a vehicle and the scheme is prone to clogging attack,
in addition the vehicles send useless pseudo identities during
authentication process.

A. Incorrect Public-Private Key Pair
In the scheme of Nandy et al., the vehicle say Vi selects

av i ∈ Z∗
p , computes and sends Av i = av i .G to VIS and the

VIS on receiving Av i selects {I Dv i , bs−i} ∈ Z∗
p. Now, along

with other parameters, the VIS computes Bs−i = bs−i .G.
At end, the VIS sends {I Dv i , Bs−i , Dv i , Ev i } to Vi . The Vi

on receiving {I Dv i , Bs−i , Dv i , Ev i}, computes it’s private key
as follows:

SKv i = av i + Bs−i (1)

In Eq. 1, the computation of private key SKv i requires
to add av i and Bs−i , where av i is a scalar number and
Bs−i = bs−i .G is a point over the selected elliptic curve
E p(α, β) and no method exist, which can add a scalar with an
ECC point [7]. Therefore, the computation of private key SKv i

is an operation without any result. The registration protocol
enters into a halt state if it executes Eq. 1. Moreover, the
computation of public key P Ksi = SKv i .G is also an illegal
operation. Hence, the registration phase of Nandy et al.’s
scheme is faulty. Therefore, the scheme of Nandy et al. cannot
register any vehicle.

B. Clogging Attack
During authentication, the initiating vehicle Vx sends

ma = {P I Dvx , Jvx , Bs−x, Dvx , T 1
vx} to the responding vehi-

cle Vy . In return, the Vy after processing the request sends
mb = {P I Dvy, Dvy, Bs−b, Dvy, T 2

vy, Vyx} to Vx . Although,
the Vx checks the authenticity of the Vy by verifying
Vxy=H2(P I Dvx ||Kxy), the Vy only checks the freshness of
timestamp T 1

vy by comparing it with the current timestamp
T 1

vy and if the comparisons yields a difference within specified
range �T , the request is considered legitimate. There is no
other verification furnished by Vy to check the legitimacy
of the initiating vehicle Vx . Therefore, any adversary can
generate a fresh timestamp and can send a forged message
along with the fresh timestamp. This forged message will pass
the legitimacy test. Although, the adversary may not be able
to construct a valid and legitimate session key, the responding
vehicle Vy processes the whole faked request, and it results
into useless processing. In case, the adversary bombards the
Vy with a large number of fake requests, the Vy may become
unable to process the legitimate requests due to resource
limitations. Therefore, the scheme of Nandy et al. is prone
to clogging attack [6].

C. Useless Pseudo Identities
During authentication, the two communicating vehicles

(Vx and Vy) sends some temporary identities P I Dvx
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and P I Dvy . Both of these identities are generated randomly
and have no hidden or otherwise identification information of
the communicating vehicle. Therefore, these identities are sent
over the communication network without any usage.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have analyzed and showed that a recent
authentication scheme for VANETs entails a faulty design
due to mistaken usage of an erroneous addition operation
of an ECC point and a scalar. Moreover, it is also argued
in this paper that the scheme of Nandy et al. is prone to
clogging attacks in addition to the transmission of useless
temporary identities over the public communication channel.
Consequently, it is suggested that the scheme cannot be used
in any real-time scenario without correcting the ECC-related
erroneous operations.
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